


Scorpion is a jet like no other. With the ability 
to perform countless diverse missions, the 
Scorpion offers one-of-a-kind ISR/strike 
capabilities and an unmatched value.

The Scorpion is the first affordable, U.S.-built,  
tactical aircraft in decades and will benefit U.S. 
and partner nations requiring a modern, econom-
ical aircraft to address a multitude of threats.

AIRCRAFT FEATURES

The Scorpion has an all-composite airframe powered by 
twin turbofan engines with a tandem cockpit, retractable 
sensor mounts, internal payload bay, and external stores 
carriage for precision and non-precision munitions. 
Its modular architecture allows unencumbered future 
integration of multiple sensors and weapons, minimizing 
non-recurring expenses.  

Aircraft Length 43 ft 6 in

Wingspan 47 ft 4 in

Height 14 ft 0 in

Standard Empty Weight 11,800 lbs

Max Takeoff Weight 21,250 lbs

Max Internal Fuel Load 6,000 lbs

Max Internal Payload Bay 3,000 lbs

Thrust ~8,000 lbs

Max Speed 450 KTAS

Service Ceiling 45,000 ft

Ferry Range 2,400 NM

MISSIONS
The Scorpion is designed for versatility. Its ability to carry internal loads, power a wide variety of sensor and communications packages, and employ 
a wide range of scaled munitions makes it the ideal fit for permissive military and homeland security environments.
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